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• Problem Recognition
Problem Definition
Structural Analysis
Information Gathering
Solution Strategy
Monitoring and Feedback
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Can YOU
handle it
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RISI
Disaster precipitated by
people, organisational
structures, economics
and/or technology that
cause extensive damage to
human life, and natural and
social environment
(Ian Mitrof, 1987)
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Situation that
creates abrupt or
sudden changes in
one or more of the
basis systematic
variables
(Hermann, 1993)
An organisationally-
based disaster causing
xtensive damage and
social disruption
(John Preble, 1997)
nition
Provoked by any event that
directly threatens the
attainment of corporate
objectives in a market by
causing the normal working
procedures and personnel
to become inadequate in
handling the disruption
(William Benoit, 1997)
mensions
Herman's (1993) three (3) Dimensions :-
• Threatens high priority values of the
organisation
• Presents a restricted amount of time \r\
which a response can be made
• Is unexpected or unanticipated by the
organisation
Crisis Management
Defined by Nelson Harchler (1986) as :•
Well-studied field that includes
such elements as managing the
media, managing interviews,
managing crisis teams and
managing liabilities
Defined by Wilson (1992) as :
• A systematical process by which an
organisation attempts to predict or
identify potential crises that an
organisation may encounter, take
precautions to prevent the crises,
or minimise the effects of the
crises
Other
risisMa
Defined by Ian Mitrof (1994) as :-
• A series of on-going, interrelated
assessments or audits of kinds of crises
and forces that can pose a major threat
to a company's main products, services,
manufacturing processes, employees,
environment, and communities
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Anticipation calls for Preparation
Analyse possibilities of trouble
Prepare a CM Plan
Select the right staff (stuff)
Provide communication facilities
Provide training
Practice simulation exercises
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Company's Written Policy in managing Crises
Identifying the Range of crises
Assessing the potential Risks / Exposures
Different Preparations to cope with crises
Understanding the Rule of Survival
Setting up of an Early Warning System
Identifying the hAanagement / Crisis Team
Determining team members' responsibilities
Mechanics of putting Plan into Action
Demanding situation of the Medias
Figure / Personnel in charge with Authority
Working with external Professional Agency
Detailing Employee Procedures
ment Processed
Four main steps as follows :-
•Issues Management
iPlanning - Prevention
The Crisis
The Post - Crisis
First to be considered
Scan the environment
Look for public trends
Trends affecting the future
Collect relevant data
Data on troublesome issues
Evaluate them
Develop communication strategy
Concentrate efforts on prevention
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Evaluate the Response
Pre-empt Negative Publicity
Communicate actions taken
Target Message to appropriate Audience
Obtain third-party support from Expert
Implement Internal Communication
Programme
Planning - Prevention
Starting point ir\ CM Process
Set a Proactive Policy on the issues
Reanalyse organisation's links with constituencies
Prepare general / specific Contigency Plan(s)
Designate the potential members of CM Team
Identify spokesperson to handle the Medias
Determine Message, Target and Media Outlets
Emphasise on the Dimensions of Problems
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Crisis Communication
Keep in contact with the Media
Treat the Media with respect
Think in terms of People (Judges)
Think of the Headline(s)
Monitor all Media Coverage
Anticipate the possible Questions / Probe
Tell the Truth at all times
DO NOT Speculate
DO NOT Ask for a Retraction
Ensure effective Internal Communication
Keep Communication simple
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Continue to pay attention to Multiple Public
Continue to monitor issues to reduce Intensity
Continue to inform the hAedias of actions taken
Evaluate effectiveness of the Crisis Plan
Analyse responsiveness of Management / Staff
Focus on Feedback to Improve / Prevent Crisis
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So
WHY let others
manage your risks
if YOU
l
ccm do it'
YOURSELF?
I
sincerely
thank
you
